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Early Campaign Progress
We are grateful to the many folks who met with us over the past few months and committed their hearts
and gifts to make today possible. We have already exceeded our preliminary $2,000,000 goal! Our vision
for our campus and our ministry has always reached beyond our preliminary goal, and we are thrilled to
announce our stretch goal of $3,000,000! Together, we can be successful!

You Are Invited
Look for your invitation to join the conversation about our vision for Nativity and the ways that you can
support the Campaign. We look forward to connecting with everyone in the next few weeks and
celebrating Cathedral-wide participation in The Campaign for Nativity!

Our Prayer
O God our help of ages past, of present, and of future...
...fill our hearts anew, as you filled the hearts of our forebears who dreamt of this sacred space and, in
faith, placed it on this hill - so that generations might live, love, and serve. Watch over us as we stand on
their shoulders in faith, and seek to renew our sacred spaces, so that we might reach out and welcome
in all of your people. Inspire our generous spirits and fill our imaginations so that we might hear and see
the voices and prayers of those in future generations. It is in your name of Love we pray.

Amen.

Key Campaign Elements
Reaching Up & Reaching Out
This dream is a mix of necessary and hopeful. We imagine places that invite our
neighbors in, encourage gathering, and connect us to each other in growing into
mission - while addressing accessibility, safety, and parking. With your help, we can
transform what it means to be present in both beauty and spirit in our neighborhood.

Sacred Spaces
Where the enthusiasm for new &
expanding ministries finds no limit.
This is a vision for a secluded yet open
Memorial Garden and Labyrinth, a place
of meditation and prayer. It will be a
spiritual and multi-functional garden
space worthy of the good souls who find
their final resting place and where
weary visitors can find refreshment God’s living spirit rolling like water to
their souls.

Accessibility
Creating a safe & approachable space.
We will warmly welcome everyone to
the Cathedral campus by creating
improved accessible parking and safe
drop-off in the upper and lower parking
areas while increasing parking from 80
to 120 spaces, a 40% increase in total
parking. Upgrades to our ventilation and
air quality will also ensure we can offer
indoor safety for all who join us.

Welcoming All
Making our campus a spiritual touchstone
for our South Bethlehem community.
We imagine a beautiful environment that
communicates to our dramatically
changing neighborhood that we extend
our hearts and welcome everyone to this
sacred space. The extended front veranda
will be a wonderful place for many joyful
gatherings.

Immediate Pandemic Relief
Supporting our neighbors, with a
focus on housing & hunger.
Through your generosity, we will be
strong partners in providing immediate
pandemic relief for members of our
Southside community. By tithing a
portion of your campaign gift, you will
have the opportunity to support shortterm assistance, with a focus on housing
and hunger.

Visit us at nativitycathedral.org to view our Campaign video!

